# Bioethics & Humanities

## WINTER 2019
### UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

**B H 339, Bioethics: Secular and Jewish Perspectives** *(I&S) [sln#11062] 5 cr, T478 HSB, W F 12:30-2:20*
Explores legal, ethical, scientific, and Biblical-Rabbinic & contemporary religious perspectives on contemporary medical and biomedical research practices. Review of key differences between secular and Jewish approaches in interpretation, analysis and application of bioethics: doctor-patient relationships; reproductive methods; abortion, euthanasia, and stem cell research. Offered: jointly with JEW ST 339.

Khazzam-Horovitz

**B H 444, Ethical Implications of Emerging Biotechnology** *[sln#11063] 3 cr, T531 HSB, M W 3:30-4:50*
Introduces students to select biotechnology innovations and invites consideration of the ethical and policy implications surrounding their development and potential use.

Fullerton

**B H 474, Justice in Healthcare** *(VLPA) [sln#11064] 5 cr, BB 1602 HSB, T Th 2:30-4:20*
Examination of the ethical problem of allocating scarce medical resources. Emphasizes the fundamental principles of justice that support alternative health policies. Recommended: prior courses in philosophy or ethics. Offered: jointly with PHIL 411.

Jecker

## GRADUATE COURSES

**B H 535, Medical Ethics & Jurisprudence**, *[sln#11087] 3 cr, LAW 441, M W 3:30-5:20*
Examines the relationship between bioethics and law. Reviews the basic concepts of both disciplines; their theoretical and practical connections. Analysis of principle legal cases and statutes illustrating such issues as informed consent to treatment, foregoing life support, research with human subjects, confidentiality, and allocation of healthcare resources. Offered jointly with LAW H 503.

Dudzinski, Kuszler

**B H 544, Ethical Implications of Emerging Biotechnology** *[sln#11069] 3 cr, T531 HSB, M W 3:30-4:50*
Introduces students to select biotechnology innovations and invites consideration of the ethical and policy implications surrounding their development and potential use. Offered jointly with PHG 544.

Fullerton

**B H 574, Justice in Healthcare** *[sln#11072] 5 cr, BB1602 HSB, T Th 2:30-4:20*
Examination of the ethical problem of allocating scarce medical resources. Emphasizes the fundamental principles of justice that support alternative health policies. Recommended: prior courses in philosophy or ethics.

Jecker

**B H 596, Masters Project** *[sln#11073], variable cr, TBA*
Research project culminating in a scholarly paper suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.

**B H 600, Graduate Independent Study** *[sln#11074], variable cr, TBA*
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